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Approximate equivalence, unitary equivalence up to arbitrarily small compact 
perturbations, is studied for representations of C*-algebras and covariant represen- 
tations of C*-dynamical systems. Approximate equivalence for representations of 
C*-algebras is shown to be determined by a trace condition, analogous to the trace 
condition for unitary equivalence of representations of linite groups. For C*- 
dynamical systems (with a compact, abelian group acting) approximate equivalence 
is shown to be determined by certain associated representations of the fixed point 
algebra of the action. 6 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUOT~~N 
This paper studies an equivalence relation, approximate equivalence, for 
representations of C*-algebras, or C*-dynamical systems, which is weaker 
than unitary equivalence. Two main results are proved. The first states that 
approximate equivalence for representations of C*-algebras is determined 
by a trace condition, which generalizes the trace condition for equivalence 
of unitary representations of finite groups. 
The second result states that approximate equivalence for covariant 
representations of C*-dynamical systems (with a compact abelian group 
acting) can be determined by studying approximate equivalence of certain 
associated representations of the fixed point algebra of the action. Partial 
results for more general C*-dynamical systems (with an abelian group 
acting) are also proved. 
We begin by establishing some notation, and recalling some basic facts 
from [l], [14]. 
A will denote a separable C*-algebra; Z, o are separable, non-degenerate 
representations of A. K(H) will denote the algebra of compact operators on 
the Hilbert space H, and 7i the map from A into L(H)/K(H) obtained by 
composing z with the quotient map. z will denote unitary equivalence. 
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The following definitions are taken from [ 11. 
DEFINITION. rc is approximately equivalent to 0, (7~ w” 0) if there is a 
sequence of unitaries W, : H, + H, such that, for all x E A, 
(i) W,,TT(X) W,* -a(x) E K(H), 
(ii) 1 1 W,x(x) W,* -o(x) 1 1 + 0. 
The subspace [n(A) n K) H,] is n(A) invariant, and called the essential 
subspace of 71, (Hy). If P is the projection onto this subspace, Pz is a non- 
degenerate representation of A on Hy, called the essential part of 71 (rP). 
The following theorem is proved in [ 11, and will be used repeatedly. 
THEOREM [ 1, Theorem 51. Zf TT, o are separable, non-degenerate 
representations of A, then TT w” CT if and only if 
(i) ker(6) = ker(&), 
(ii) 7ress z Ps. 
Remark. If condition (i) holds, then (ii) is equivalent to 
(ii)’ = I n-‘(K(H)) =a I o-l(K(H)). 
Finally, it is well known (see [3], for example) that if B is a C*-algebra 
of compact operators, then there exist projections Pi such that 
B z c mi .id I K(P,Hp O<m,< co. 
All representations of B are of the form xi mixi + Ci nixi, 0 < ni < + co. 
These facts will be used frequently in the following. 
2. APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENCE FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF C*-ALGEBRAS 
The following lemma illustrates the methods that will be used in the 
remainder of this section. 
LEMMA 1. Zf rc, a are multiplicity-free, then TT wa a if and only if 
ker( rc) = ker( a). 
Proof. Only the sufficiency part requires proof. Let Z, = a(A) n K. If 
Z, = Z, = {0}, the result follows from [ 1, Theorem 51. Otherwise, assume 
I, # (0). Decompose 
Zn=Cmi.idI,(,,,p O<mi< 00. 
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I, is a non-zero ideal of r?(A), and ness is a subrepresentation of rr, 
which is multiplicity-free. This implies that I, is multiplicity-free, so all 
mi = 1. Setting &n(x)) = c(x), we get an isomorphism of I, into Z,. Thus 
4~~nj~idIK~p,H, 
and, as above, all ni= 1, so 4%idIZ,. This shows that 7t-‘(K)ca-i(K) 
and K(~-~(~)x~(,:~~~). By interchanging the roles of rr, 0, and using [ 1, 
Theorem 51, we obtain rc m0 cr. This completes the proof. 
In the special case when rr, (T are irreducible, rc wa ~7 iff ker(rc) = ker(a), so 
Irr(A)/-” = Prim(A). 
THEOREM 1. 71 w” cr iff trace(n(x)) = trace(o(x)) for all x E A +, 
Proof: If n uu 0, then trace(rr(x)) < cc implies n(x) E K, so n(x) x c(x), 
and the trace condition is satisfied. 
Assume now that the trace condition holds. If x20, and n(x) = 0, 
then trace(a(x)) = trace(n(x)) = 0 so ker(rc) = ker(cT), and similarly, 
rc(A)nK= (0) iff o(A) nK= (0). So assume that n(A) nK# {0}, and 
decompose rr n K = xi rn; . id 1 K(p,H) with 0 < mi < co. With #(n(x)) = u(x), 
it follows that ~(n-‘(K))~2:Cini.idI,(,,,, where O<n,< +co. 
Fix i, and let qi be a rank one projection in K(p,H). There exists an 
XEA+ such that ~(x)=O+m,qi+O so a(x) = 0 + niqi + 0, and 
mi = trace(n(x)) = trace(a(x)) = n;. This shows that 71 (n-,(KJ % (T In-IcK) and 
7c’(K)ca-’ (K). By interchanging the roles of rr, cr, we obtain rr mu 0. This 
completes the proof. 
For the case when rc, c are unitary representations of a finite group, 
rr x 0 if and only- if trace(a(g)) = trace(a(g)) for all g in G [8, 15.3.61. 
Theorem 1 is an analogous statement for representations of separable C*- 
algebras. A special case of the above theorem (for *-algebras of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators) is proved in [6, Theorem B]. A similar 
statement, for finite type I von-Neumann algebras, is proved in [ 12, 
Theorem 111. 
The following result extends Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a representation w of A with n + oma o iff 
trace(x(x)) d trace(a(x)) for all x in A+. 
Proof Necessity is clear, so assume that the above trace condition is 
satisfied. Then ker c c ker A, and ker 6 c ker rl, so that the map 
$(c(x)) = X(X) is well-defined, and maps o(A) n K into x(A) n K. Let 
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Then 
x(a-‘tK))~Cmi.idl,(,,, 
I 
(1) 
and the trace condition implies that m,<n,. 
Letting p(x) = xi (n,- mi) pia( it is clear that 
~+PI,-~(K)~~b(K). (2) 
Let q= [~n(a~‘(K)) H,] so that qzCimipi. As a-‘(K) is an ideal, (1) 
implies that qn(x) FZ Cj m,(p,o(x)), for all x in A. Decompose 0 = aess + c+, 
and let 
o=p+ co((1 -q)n+a’). 
a(x) E K implies (1 - q) n(x) = 0, o’(x) = 0, so 
?I + o(x) = 7-c + p(x) x a(x) 
and a-‘(K) c (7~ + o)-l (K). 
If 7~ + o(x) E K, then (l-q) K(X) = 0, o’(x) = 0, so 
G(X) = P(x) z c n,(p,a(x)) E n + p(x) = II + co(x). 
Thus, (n + o)-’ (K) = o-‘(K), and 
n + fJJ lo-‘(K) 4,-l(,). 
The results follows. 
3. C*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
In this section we try to generalize the previous results to covariant 
representations of a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a). Here, A is a separable 
C*-algebra, G is a second countable, locally compact group, and a is an 
action of G on A. If (x, u), (a, u) are separable covariant representations of 
(A, G, a), we define 
DEFINITION. (z, U) is approximately equivalent to (a, u) if there exists a 
sequence of unitaries W,, such that 
(i) W,n(x)u,W,*--a(x)o,~K(H,) for all LEG, XEA, 
(ii) the above is a norm-continuous function of t, and tends to 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of G, as n + 00. 
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We will let 71 x U, 0 x v denote the corresponding, integrated represen- 
tations of G x, A. Let Hy denote the essential subspace of 7c x U, and P the 
projection onto it. Then (Pn, Pu) is called the essential part of (n, a), 
denoted by (n, u)ess. 
The proof of the following theorem is deferred to the Appendix so as not 
to interrupt the exposition. It parallels closely the arguments of Arveson in 
[2, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 2. (TC, u) hu (a, v) if and only if 
(i) kernicu=keraicv, 
(ii) (n, u)~~’ x (a, u)~” 
(so if and only if IT x u -’ 0 x v as representations of the C*-algebra G x, A). 
Proof: see Appendix. 
A clear necessary condition for (K, U) N’ (a, v) is that u wQ u and R -a 0. 
As the following example shows, this is not sufhcient. 
EXAMPLE. A = C,(R), G = R acts by translation. n(f) is multiplication 
by f on L’(R), and U, is translation by t. Let (a, “)=2(x, a). 
Rx,C,(R)=K, so that rrxa~~rrxv if and only if rcxuxgxv. But this 
cannot happen as n x u is multiplicity-free and (T x u = 2(7c x u). However, 
rcw”(~, and uwa v as they have the same kernel and no non-zero compacts 
(in uco(~), vco,~, for the case of u, u). 
In order to relate approximate equivalene to the action of G on A, rather 
than the more complicated G x, A, we restrict to the case where G is an 
abelian group. The following theorem of Kishimoto is useful, see also [S]. 
THEOREM (Kishimoto [7, Theorem 11). Zf G is abelian and Z is any 
ideal of G x, A, then I is the closed linear span of elements of the form a x J 
whereaEA,feL’(G), andaxfeZ. 
An example of how to use this theorem is the following result. 
LEMMA 3. If (n, u), (IT, v) are multiplicity-free, then (n, u) mLI (a, v) if 
and only if for all open, u-invariant projections PEA”, sp(n(p) u) = 
SP(4P) v). 
Proof: It is enough to check that ker 15 x u = ker cr x v, from Lemma 1. 
Let n(a) ur= 0, a 2 0. Then also n(a,(a)) a,-= 0, for all t in G, so 
4Sup 47 Cal )) q= 0, 
IEG 
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where [a] = lim, _ ,, (E + a) - ’ a. Thus, also 
a(sup a:( [a])) of= 0 
IEG 
so a(a) u,-= 0. By symmetry, ker rr x u = ker d x u. The converse follows 
from the definition of spectrum, [4]. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section, more explicit results are obtained for two special cases: 
discrete groups with full Connes spectrum and compact groups. 
4.1. Discrete Abelian Groups and a Theorem of O’Donovan 
The following theorem of O’Donovan, proved in [lo] and restated here 
in more modern terms, using the results of [ll], is useful. A proof is 
presented for completeness. 
O’DONOVAN’S THEOREM. Let G be a discrete group acting on A. Then 
T(a) = tZ? if and only if A is thick in G x, A (that is, A has non-zero intersec- 
tion with every non-zero ideal of G x, A). 
Proof. Sufficiency follows directly from the basic facts about crossed 
products and Connes spectrum [ 13, Sect. 8.111. 
To prove necessity, let I be a non-zero ideal of G x, A, and x a non-zero 
element of I+. By a result of [7], there is an open neighborhood V(0) of 0 
in 6 such that for all o E V(O), 6,(x) is in I. 
ZxZ generates an ideal J and oivcO,(J) is contained in I. G is compact, so 
there exist o,, = 0, . . . . o, with Gcu;=,(V(O)-a,). 
T(a) = 6 implies (7” = oi k 0 V(Oj-ok(J) # (0). Let y be a positive, non-zero 
element in this intersection. Then a-J y) E J for all k, so oi ,,(,,) -,,( y) E I for 
allk,orB,(y)EZforOEe.ThenS6oi,(y)dwEInA,andisnon-zero.This 
completes the proof of O’Donovan’s theorem. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a discrete abelian group, with T(a) = C?. Assume 
ker n = ker i = {O}. Then (q u) wa (a, v) if and only if A wa o. 
Proof 6’(K) n A = {0}, so by O’Donovan’s theorem, 71 x u-‘(K) = 
{0}, and n x u is faithful. If 72 w(1 0, the same holds for 0 x u, so 71 x u wa 
fJ x u. 
Note that except for requiring (n, u), (c, u) to be covariant, u and u do 
not enter (directly) into the condition K w0 (r. Thus, for any representation 
u’ for which (a, u’) is covariant, u m0 u’. 
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4.2. The Case of Compact Group Actions 
We now assume that G is a compact abelian group, and set 
u, = 5 d (4 0) MO), 0, = d (t, 0) dv(w). I 
THEOREM 3. (K, U) -a (a, v) flfor ali w in 6, 
&o)a~.G~v(o)o(,.lG. 
(Note that p(w) 71, v(o) c are representations of the fixed point algebra AG 
on ,a(~) H, and v(o) H,.) 
Proof Let x be in A’, x20, then xX6, is in (Gx. A)+, so necessity is 
clear. 
To prove sufficiency, let f(t) = (t, w) E L’(G), so that 
u(f) 0) u(f)* =4x”) P(W). 
By assumption, trace(rr x u(f xf)) = trace(a x v(f xf)), for all o, x in A +. 
Letting D = (t + (1 x (t, w)(x x (t, w))) 1 o E 6, x > 0}, it follows from 
Kishimoto’s theorem that the span of D has dense intersection with any 
ideal of Gx,A. Thus rc~u~~uxv. 
If AC = Cl (G acts ergodically), then (n, u) wL1 (a, u) iff UN’ v (and for 
compact groups this holds only if u xv). Thus if G acts ergodically and 
(11, u), (0, u) are covariant, then n wa (J. 
As a corollary, we have 
LEMMA 5. If G is compact, abelian, then 
cn, u) 2 (0, v) iff z(p) u L o(p) v 
for all p in H”(A), the set of all open, a-invariant projections in A”. 
Proof: For necessity, let x2 increase to p in H”, where x1 E A +. For any 
fin Cd@+, 
trace(u,7r(x,) q) = trace(v,o(x,) v~). 
As trace is normal, this implies that trace(ujn(p))= trace($a(p)), and 
4P) u wU C(P) v. 
For sufficiency, let x E A +, llxll < 1. With xc = SC a,(x) dt, and S > 0, let 
p(6) = xca, &xc), so that p(6) <xc/6 and rc(x) Z+E K implies n(x’) u+ K, 
so also ~(p(6)) u,+ K. As xc is the norm limit of these orthogonal projec- 
tions, it follows that rr(xG) urma a(xG) vP Letting f =x0 for any UEG, 
Theorem 3 then implies that (IL, u) mQ (a, 0). This completes the proof. 
See also [9]. 
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APPENDIX 
This Appendix gives the proof of Theorem 2, which states that 
approximate equivalence for representations of C*-dynamical systems is 
the same as approximate equivalence of the corresponding, integrated 
representations of the crossed product C*-algebra. The proof follows 
closely the argument of Arveson in [2]. The following lemma is the key to 
the proof. 
LEMMA. Zf ker(rc x U) contains ker(a ic u), then (a, u) -a (a, u) + (rc, u). 
Note that the hypothesis concerns representations of G x, A, and the 
conclusion is about representations of (A, G, a). 
Proof. The main tool to use is the absorption principle [2, Theorem 33, 
but in order to apply it, the problem must first be reduced to one about 
representations of locally compact second countable *-semigroups. 
Let UO denote a countable *-semigroup of the unit -ball of A, whose 
closed linear span is the whole unit ball of A. For every integer k > 0, 
define 
xk = (yl, . . . . yk, 6)~ . . . . tk) with y, E U,, t, E G. 
With the product topology, X, is a second countable, locally compact 
space. 
Let X= ukm_ oXk, the disjoint union of the X,. A set E is open in X iff 
En X, is open for each k. We must now turn X into a topological 
*-semigroup. 
An element (Xi, . . . . xk, to, . . . . fk) can be interpreted as the element 
cL,,(xI)-*%,(xk) ho, where ,4 is the universal representation of G into the 
multiplier algebra of G x, A. We use this interpretation to define the 
following multiplication and involution on X, which make it a topological 
*-semigroup. 
Let x = (xl, . . . . xk, to, . . . . tk), y = (y[, . . . . y/, $0, . . . . s[). Define 
xy= tx,, ***, xk, yl, . . . . y,, tOsO, t,, **., t,, fOS1, . . . . tOs,)EXk+, 
x*= (xk* )...) XT, . ..) to’, t,‘t,, . ..) t,‘t,)EX,. 
With these operations, and (e) in X0 as a unit, it can be verified that X is a 
second countable, locally compact *-semigroup. 
If (n, U) is a covariant representation of (A, G, a), define 8, by 
e,[(xl~ ..*, xk, t,, . . . . rk)l = 71(c1,,(x1))...~L(cL,,(xk)) ‘$,. 
8, is then a strongly continuous, bounded *-representation of X. As the 
span of U, is dense in the unit ball of A, it is enough to prove that 
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9, wa 8, + oO. The proof of this closely follows the proof of [2, 
Theorem 41, so it will only be sketched. 
Fix an integer n, and a normal state p of L(Cfl x H,). Let A0 = CJ x u 
(G x, A), so that A0 is also the C*-algebra generated by elements of the 
form 
5 ~&I, . ..Y Yl, SOY . .. . S,)f(Jo) dso, fE L'(G). G 
Let6=A,+Cl,anddefine $:M,xA+K+L(C"xH,) by 
#(rxnxu(x)+K)=rx71Xu(x) 
d(rx l)=rx 1. 
As ker(rc x U) is contained in ker(o ic u), that 4 is well defined and d(K) = 0. 
As p(4(K))=O, there exist, by Glimm’s lemma, unit vectors tk with 
(B&, tk) + p(#(B)) for all B in M, x A + K. This implies that the lk tend 
to 0 weakly. 
Fix r > 0 and define the following linear functionals on L'(G, A): 
#AJ) = jG (r x (KY(~)) u,) by JL > dt 
4(y) = jG p(rx (&~(t)) ~1) dt. 
The above shows that & + “‘4. Also l&l =qMl)-,4(1)= 141. BY Cl39 
7.6.101 these two conditions are equivalent to 
<r x (da) 0,) 5k, Ck) + dr x ((da) u,))) 
uniformly on compact subsets of G, for all a in A. Thus, for all y in X, 
(r x (8,(y)) L tk) + Arx ((d,(y))). 
By [2, Theorem 31 it follows that 0, w” 8, + 0,. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. (n,u)-O(a,u) iff 
(i) kerrckU=keroko, 
(ii) (71, ~4)~‘~ x (a, 21)~“. 
Prooj Decompose (n, u) = (71, u)~” + (rr’, u’). Then ker PZ X u = ker e k u 
is contained in ker (T’ x u’, so by the lemma 
(n, u)Z (7r, u) + (o’, u’). 
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Similarly, (a, u) 2 (a, u) + (R’, u’). Then, 
(7q u) z (71, uy + (n’, u’) + (CT’, u ) JL (a, u). 
This proves sufficiency; necessity is a direct consequence of [ 1, Theorem 51. 
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